Twisted Tails Highlights & Performances 2013










Pleasance Hafla Edinburgh
“Celebration of Different Languages & Cultures”
Biggar Hafla
North Queensferry Hafla
Leith Festival launch night
Bellydance Scotland Pleasance Theatre Edinburgh
Erskine Fair, Edinburgh
Art in the Park Edinburgh
Llamas Larder Moroccan Dining Evening, Biggar










Kinghorn Charity Hafla
Sarasvati Hafla, Glasgow
Devi Mamak Dinner
Dusherra, Calton Hill Edinburgh
Musselburgh Hafla
GFAD Hafla
Celias Famous Annual hafla
Elaine’s Birthday Bash, Little Theatre, Dundee

The year started with the beloved African and Arabic Dance Society hafla, followed by a lovely event at a Multicultural day at
Drummond where we squeezed on stage and danced Arabic dance in tartan! This year we concentrated on adding variety to our
sets and learnt 6 new props: ats sword, skirt, candles, fan veils, double veils and everyone’s favourite—basket! The skirt routine
was embraced by all and we had a great response to its first outing at Leith Festival opening gala. Strangely no baskets on show
though… We were featured in the Edinburgh Evening News and Scotsman 3 times! Some of TT danced at the prestigious
Bellydance Scotland show in the tribal section, “choreographed” by Katra, where we achieved our aim of seeing Sharyn dance on
a big stage with a basket! All of TT danced skirt in the second half of the show. Later we joined forces with Tribal Storm for our
first collaboration at NQ hafla—again no baskets. The Erskine fair saw our first performance of fan veils and we danced to a
lovely crowd in a beautiful room, with skirts and veils but no baskets. We were lucky enough to take workshops with Divine
Chaos in combos and skirt work in Glasgow. Art in the park was very windy this year but well represented by 3 TT—Loli, Sharyn
& Zuzanna. Some of TT danced for the first time at Llamas Larder private diners club in aid of the rescue. It was an evening of
varied costumes and mood with banjara, assuit and pantaloons (basket free zone again!) It is also known to us as night of the bra
mishaps … ‘nuff said! Kinghorn hafla was a great evening and one of our best costume looks as a troupe. The Sarasvati Hafla
saw Loli and Susan debut as a duet, performing a stunning adaptation of the skirt dance. The big event of the year was the arrival
of Devi Mamak to drill us and thrill us with a stunning performance. Sharyn, Loli and Susan completed their well earned
certificates and to this day are still wading through the feedback. After 3 days of torture, eh I mean dance instruction, someone
thought it a good idea to run straight up Calton Hill to dance on yet another “interesting” Dusherra stage. This year we even made
it onto the flier! Bryar performed a stunning sword routine, we bashed each other with fans and Devi watched us all! But, sadly,
it was a basket free event. Then off to GFAD to dance in the most beautiful St Andrews Church. Then our fab 3, Loli, Helen
and Zuzanna represented TT brilliantly dancing at Musselbugh hafla and later Helen and Loli at Celia’s Hafla. Not a basket in
sight. Susan meanwhile flew off to Berlin to teach workshops for 3 days and she and Elaine performed with the beautiful
Mirabilia ladies. Our last dance of the year was Elaine’s Birthday Bash in the very elusive Little Theatre in Dundee, where you
could say Banjara was the theme.
So, Marriage for Loli, Zuzanna, and Jane! (and 2 of them secret). 2 more babies—for Wendy and Sarah! (not so secret) A
grandson for Jane, a granddaughter for Loli, new job for Helen, and a whole year with no Julie as she adventures in
London……….Jayne has joined the troupe, Susan is back at class (yay) and new friends in class, Janis, Jackie and
Moira and our first tribal man in class! Lots of great life events and in between ...the magic of dance, threading all of us
different ladies together.
Next year… As well as basket dancing we have Kristine from FCBD and Devi again! But best of all…Julie is back. x

